This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Lauren Murray.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Board Exec Directors, Board Of Occupational Therapy Practice - OT, or Board Of Occupational Therapy Practice - OTA, (4575 recipients)

---

Subject: New Mobile Phone App

Bulletin from the Board:

The Maryland Board of Occupational Therapy Practice has launched a new mobile phone application for the purpose of providing an additional and convenient tool to verify the license status of Maryland occupational therapy practitioners. The app can be downloaded by searching "myLicense verification" in a smartphone’s App Store.

As with the Board’s current online verification tool, the mobile application will include public information relative to a licensee’s disciplinary history. The term "With Disciplinary History" will be included with any license status associated with a public disciplinary record. If a disciplinary history exists within the public record, the Board will clearly indicate when disciplinary terms have been satisfied and cases have been closed.

The Board hopes that the mobile phone application will be useful to licensees, employers and consumers of occupational therapy seeking public information. Please feel free to contact the Board if you have any questions at 410-402-8556.

Questions? Contact us here!

Spring Grove Hospital Center • 55 Wade Avenue • Bland Bryant Building, 4th Floor • Baltimore, Maryland 21228
DHMH is committed to customer service. Click here to take the Customer Satisfaction Survey.

Connect with Us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/MdOccupationalTherapyPractice/

NOTICE: Board responses to inquiries are intended for guidance purposes only. As these positions do not necessarily reflect a discussion of all material considerations required to reach the conclusions stated, they are not intended to be rules, regulations or official statements of the Board. Accordingly, due to their highly informal nature, these responses are not considered binding upon the Board and should not be relied on as definitive.

This service is provided to you at no charge by Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene Boards.